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Abstract: This paper presents a potential solution to fill a gap in both research and practice that there are few interactions between transnational industry cooperation (TIC) and transnational university cooperation (TUC) in transnational innovation ecosystems. To strengthen the synergies between TIC and TUC for innovation, the first step is to match suitable industrial firms from two countries for collaboration through their common connections to transnational university/academic partnerships. Our proposed matching solution is based on the integration of social science theories and specific artificial intelligence (AI) techniques. While the insights of social sciences, e.g., innovation studies and social network theory, have potential to answer the question of why TIC and TUC should be looked at as synergetic entities with elaborated conceptualization, the method of machine learning, as one specific technic off AI, can help answer the question of how to realize that synergy. On the way towards a transdisciplinary approach to TIC and TUC synergy building, or creating transnational university-industry co-innovation networks, the paper takes an initial step by examining what the supports and gaps of existing studies on the topic are, and using the context of EU–China science, technology and innovation cooperation as a testbed. This is followed by the introduction of our proposed approach and our suggestions for future research.
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1. Introduction

While there is growing awareness of the role of digital technologies in transforming organizations and social relationships [1], the new economy (called platform economy or digital platform economy) based on digital technologies is changing the nature of globalization [2], in which the focus has been shifted from countries (globalization 1.0) and companies (globalization 2.0) to individuals and groups (globalization 3.0) [3]. The involvement of individuals or citizens in multi-faced social life is crucial in sustainable development [4–6] in ecological, social, and economic dimensions [7]. In this paper, we try to bring interactions of key actors in transnational innovation processes, previously mainly explored through social science approaches, into the digital domain, applying some specific artificial intelligence (AI) technologies, i.e., machine learning and knowledge representation and reasoning. Our focus is on the relations between transnational industry cooperation (TIC) and transnational university cooperation (TUC) in transnational innovation ecosystems (see more descriptions about the concept of transnational innovation ecosystem in the following section), which share basic assumptions of...
sustainability and globalization 3.0. TIC is concentrated on joint research and development (R&D) and co-production; TUC is mainly concerned with academic research collaboration. The research problem of TIC and TUC synergy building, as described below, has emerged in the context of innovation studies and their adjacent fields. We try to resolve the problem by integrating relevant studies in social sciences (in the fields of innovation studies, higher education research and international relations with respect to EU and China) and AI technologies (i.e., machine learning and knowledge representation and reasoning).

The literature of innovation studies, which conceptualizes reciprocal relations and proactive interactions between universities, industry, government and citizens for promoting innovation [8,9], stresses the importance of synergy building between cross-sector organizations. Particularly, university and industry (U–I) interactions constitute a core area in innovation studies [10]. While the innovation processes are becoming globally interconnected [11–14], there is also an urgent demand to extend cross-sectoral organizational synergy building to the transnational context. For instance, it has been evidenced, though mainly in the industrial context, that technological capabilities for innovation are dispersed in international innovation networks [15] and the degree of R&D internationalization is increasing [16,17]. Thus, actors from both university and industry sectors, as key contributors to technological capabilities and R&D, are likely to become international [13].

However, academic research is far behind the needs for further integration between TIC and TUC arising from the practices of transnational STI cooperation. Although one widely shared view in innovation studies is that universities have a prominent role in the national or regional innovation system, e.g., through co-creation partnerships with industry [8,18,19], the research of U–I cooperation in transnational contexts is rare in the literature. For instance, in their literature review of U–I international knowledge transfer, Govind and Küttim [20] only found 26 articles (mainly in the fields of innovation studies and higher education research) meeting their search criteria in the Scopus and Web of Science databases. Amongst the 26 articles, U–I interactions in the transnational context are mainly seen in the form of universities from one country interacting with enterprises from another country, which is echoed in other literature e.g., [21–23]. Other studies deal with joint R&D between universities and branches of international companies e.g., [24]. The patterns of transnational U–I interactions examined in the existing literature can be illustrated in Figure 1.

When innovation systems become global [25] or internationalized [26], international university cooperation could added value to the process [27]. Some rare studies e.g., [23,28–30] do touch upon the issues of how TUC could be aligned with and supportive of broader societal priorities and development goals in transnational contexts. However, there is a lack of profound exploration in this area, particularly from theoretical and methodological perspectives.

In the context of transnational innovation networks, the interactions between TIC and TUC can be understood as synergetic entities or transnational U–I co-innovation networks (Figure 2). In such networks, new ideas and approaches from various internal and external sources are integrated in a platform to generate shared values [31]. The core elements of co-innovation include “collaboration, coordination, co-creation, convergence, and complementary” [32] (p. 361).

Figure 2 demonstrates that two industrial firms that are unfamiliar with each other, respectively from Country A and Country B, could be connected for potential collaboration by utilizing their common connections to existing university collaborations (especially individual collaborators) between the two countries. Although our focus is on how TUC can support TIC, once TIC and TUC synergetic entities are formed, the TIC would enhance the quality and value of TUC.
Compared to existing studies on U–I interactions in transnational context (Figure 1), our investigation of U–I co-innovation networks (Figure 2) is novel in two aspects. First, although the subject of university and industry interactions in transnational context is not new in research, our study is different to existing approaches by discovering unobvious/hidden links between TUC and TIC. When links are hidden, it means that the links are unobvious or the data revealing the links are scarce or not apparent. Second, when it comes TIC, we not only look at existing collaboration of high-tech firms, especially small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), seek Chinese counterparts from Country A and Country B, could be connected for potential collaboration by utilizing their common connections to existing university collaborations (especially individual collaborators).

Figure 1. Examples of transnational university and industry (U–I) interactions examined in the existing literature.

Figure 2. The transnational industry cooperation (TIC) and transnational university cooperation (TUC) synergetic entities (or transnational U–I co-innovation networks) to be tackled in our research.
industrial firms across countries as examined by current studies, but specifically explore how missing links between potential transnational industrial partners could be bridged through utilizing the hidden links. The dash lines in Figure 2 represent either hidden or missing links that are rarely examined in the existing studies but will be the focus of our proposed approach. Missing links demonstrate that the actors with potential for reciprocal collaboration are not connected. However, the actors can be connected by leveraging the hidden links. Third, while current research related to the topic are mainly in the field social science studies, we seek an approach integrating insights of both social sciences and AI technology.

The lack of interaction between TIC and TUC is also seen in the practices of transnational science, technology and innovation (STI) cooperation. For instance, as indicated by the first author’s recent interviews of actors involved in EU–China STI cooperation, when European high-tech firms, especially small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), seek Chinese counterparts for cooperation, they normally go directly to the industry sector, sometimes through business brokers. As a result, the Chinese partners that first appear to them are not necessarily the most suitable ones. This could be explained by three causes. First, the business brokers, e.g., consulting companies or governmental business promotion agencies, have a limited pool of Chinese companies as candidates to be matched with European SMEs. Second, when matching collaborators, human decisions are often subject to the “homophily principle”—a tendency in which people form ties with similar others [33]. Selecting a “friend of a friend” helps strengthen existing social clusters [33], but does not help to reach those unknown communities and individuals [34], who could potentially contribute to innovation [35]. Third, although one may notice the limitation of professional social matching based on human decisions, it is difficult to find suitable tools and data to resolve the problem [34].

Our proposition is that European and Chinese industrial firms can be best matched through their connections to existing university cooperation between both sides. In so doing, transnational U–I co-innovation networks are formed, which are crucial for enhancing the performance of EU–China STI cooperation. This has also been implied by the interviews mentioned above.

Now there is a great opportunity to exploit EU–China university cooperation to support EU–China industry cooperation, because EU–China higher education cooperation has reached an unprecedented level, demonstrated by not only a large scale of student/staff exchange but also increasingly deeper research collaboration and joint education programs [30]. For instance, there were 383 participating institutions from China in 274 projects in the EU’s Seventh Framework Program (2007–2013). Although China is no longer considered to be a beneficiary country in the Horizon 2020, the Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology provides co-funding to support Chinese research organizations involved in the EU’s Horizon 2020 projects. In the Web of Science database, the number of co-authored publications between Chinese and European authors has increased from 12,669 in 2011 to 35,218 in 2018.

The EU–China context is used as a testbed for three reasons. First, there is huge potential for STI cooperation between the EU and China. Second, the scales of both higher education and industry in the EU and China are tremendous, which provide abundant data for testing and application. Third, since the EU and China have different, sometimes contrasting, social structures and value systems, if we can find effective solutions to build TIC and TUC synergies in EU–China STI cooperation, the approach is likely to be applied (with possible adjustment) in other transnational contexts.

While using a specific EU–China context helps illustrate our research problem, the underlying research gaps concerning TIC and TUC synergy building are general. To narrow the gaps, we must first clearly see what the gaps are. Thus, this paper will analyze how the state-of-the-art studies have shed light on the following questions as well as limitations in answering these questions:

- Why should TIC and TUC be looked at as synergetic entities?
- How can the synergy building be theoretically elucidated?
- How can the synergy building be methodologically realized?
After that, we will present our proposed approach in brief, and discuss how it could help advance the frontier of research on the topic. It should be mentioned that the paper is primarily on the conceptual level. When it comes to our proposed AI-based approach we focus on developing operating principles rather than final technological solutions. The method in this paper is primarily based on reviewing, analyzing and synthesizing relevant literature.

2. Why Should TIC and TUC Be Looked at as Synergetic Entities?

The synergy building between TIC and TUC in the context of EU–China STI cooperation, which takes place when innovation ecosystems of both the EU and China come across (as illustrated in Figure 3). Despite our focus on the sectors of university and industry, it should be noted that the EU–China transnational innovation ecosystem consists not only of enterprises and universities but also governmental agencies and various intermediary organizations. When building the TIC and TUC co-innovation networks in the EU–China context, it is essential to discover the hidden links and bridge the missing links as show in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. EU–China university cooperation and EU–China industry cooperation in the context of the EU–China transnational innovation ecosystem.](image)

The insights of the following three research areas may provide hints on why TIC and TUC synergy building (in the EU–China context) is necessary, namely (1) the conceptualization of transnational innovation ecosystems, (2) research on universities’ third mission and (3) studies on EU–China STI cooperation.

2.1. Transnational Innovation Ecosystems

Due to the increasing importance of international linkages in the knowledge-based society and a growing public awareness of the need for environmentally sustainable economic development, the term “transnational or global innovation ecosystem” has gradually become popular in both scholarly literature and policy rhetoric. While the concept of the transnational ecosystem has been applied on both the system level [36] and the sector and company levels [25], what is most relevant to the present research is the system-level literature. A transnational innovation ecosystem generally refers to the integration process between two or more innovation ecosystems across national borders with different levels of transnational integration [37,38].

To further understand the transnational innovation ecosystem, one must understand what an innovation ecosystem is. In a commonly cited definition, innovation ecosystems are regarded as “complex relationships that are formed between actors or entities whose functional goal is to enable technology development and innovation” [39] (p. 2). The innovation ecosystem shares most
of its features with the innovation system, which consists of complex functions and interactions amongst various organizations and institutions [40,41]. What is new in the innovation ecosystem is its ecological aspect, characterized by the interdependency among different collaborative actors and the co-evolution/co-creation that binds them together over time, along with the sustainable development dimension [42–44].

The literature on transnational innovation ecosystem has indicated, though implicitly, that TIC and TUC could be looked at as synergetic entities. Based on analyzing several definitions of “ecosystem”, Sotarauta, Heinonen, Sorvisto, and Kolehmainen [38] suggested several key features of the innovation ecosystem, including “interconnectedness” (everything is connected to everything), “organic nature” (the system evolves through its components’ continuous adaptation to changing situations) and being “multi-locational” (knowledge flows and innovation processes take place in multiple geographical locations) (pp. 31–32). All these infer that complex interactions amongst a variety of (transnational and cross-sectoral) actors shape adaptation processes in an innovation ecosystem. Such generic inferences may imply that TIC and TUC could form symbiotic relations to better adapt to increasingly complex and fast-changing environments.

Some other studies draw specific attention to the role of universities in the transnational innovation ecosystem. In a report on case studies of transnational innovation systems, Chaminade and Nielsen [36] addressed the importance of identifying already existing transnational initiatives (i.e., university and industry sectors) in forming transnational innovation systems. They suggested that available resources should support existing bottom-up transnational initiatives rather than start new ones from scratch in a top-down matter. Raumio, et al. [45] noted that “the transnational innovation infrastructures could be based more on the activities of universities or regional actors” (p. 2). They further suggested that the global university campuses could potentially help bridge the gap between the national innovation system and relevant innovation systems abroad.

2.2. Universities’ Third Mission

One may intuitively assume that transnational university cooperation in the transnational innovation ecosystem is a well-studied topic. This is because of a widely shared understanding regarding the prominent role of universities in national or regional innovation systems, reflected in studies dealing with the third mission of universities [46], both in higher education research (inside-out view) e.g., [18,47–49] and innovation system studies literature (outside-in view) e.g., [8,40,41,50]. As recently stated by UNESCO’s Chief of Higher Education, Peter J. Wells, “Perhaps never before in recent history has the role of higher education been so intricately tied to the economic, social, and environmental fabric of the modern world” [51] (p. 31). Since the knowledge-based society is becoming more globally interconnected, universities’ societal engagement should also be conducted on a global scale.

However, most studies on transnational university cooperation are in the field of internationalization of higher education, which is primarily concerned with the teaching and research missions of universities [52,53] or with the mobility of knowledge from the perspective of human geography [54]. The studies on international graduate employability e.g., [55,56] are closest to addressing the relevance of international higher education to industry in a global context.

Nevertheless, some rare studies e.g., [23,28,29] do shed light on how transnational university cooperation could be aligned with and supportive of broader societal priorities and development goals in transnational contexts. Heide, Sijde, and Terlouw [28] explicitly explored transnational university cooperation in knowledge transfer. However, the authors solely focused on transnational research cooperation in the EU context mainly concerning types of cooperation and universities’ motivations for the cooperation, and did not extend their discussion to the links of transnational university cooperation to industry sectors. Cai [30] clearly stated that China-EU higher education cooperation should be planned and developed in the broader context of Sino-EU strategic partnership building, as a call for further research.
2.3. EU–China Transnational STI Cooperation

The booming practices of EU–China STI cooperation have rarely been explored scientifically, remaining marginal in EU–China studies. The existing literature on the EU–China relationship e.g., [57–59] deals with three main pillars of cooperation between the EU and China, namely the strategic dialogue initiated in 2005, the economic and trade dialogue commenced in 2008 and the “People-to-People Dialogue” launched in 2012 to improve cooperation in education, culture, youth and research.

However, the necessity of TIC and TUC synergy building can be foreseen in the burgeoning interests of the EU and China in STI cooperation, which has been expedited by the signing of the “EU–China Innovation Cooperation Dialogue” in 2012. The Dialogue complements and ensures synergy with the “Agreement on Science and Technology Cooperation between the EU and China” in 1998. The innovation cooperation involves both industrial organizations and universities (as well as research institutes) [60]. The progress of EU–China STI cooperation in both higher education and industry is not merely a matter of quantity; its very nature is undergoing a transformation.

The nature of the EU industry’s cooperation with China is changing from a conception of China as an important market and trade partner to that of an innovation partner [61,62], because China is not only the second largest economy in the world but also a powerful STI player [63]. China has overtaken the United States in terms of total number of science publications [64] and dominates a global ranking of the most-cited research papers published in the 30 most popular technology fields [65]. In such a context, EU–China industry cooperation is not confined to the business domain but expanded to the sector of knowledge generation.

In the field of higher education, EU–China university cooperation is facing increasing demands from society and stakeholders calling for universities to adapt their internationalization strategy from an emphasis on international scholarship exchange to being more responsible regarding the broader needs to develop the EU–China partnership [30]. This echoes the general trend in the internationalization of higher education in the EU, which has been increasingly influenced by the globalization of economics and societies, as well as the importance of knowledge in economic development and competition [66].

2.4. Limitations of Existing Literature

The literature on both transnational innovation ecosystems and universities’ third mission has implied why synergy building between TIC and TUC is important in transnational innovation ecosystems, but the inferences are implicit and hypothetical. Both theoretical and empirical efforts on the topic are lacking. Recent studies and reports on EU–China relations indicate that the changing nature of EU–China cooperation requires synergy building between cooperation in both the university and industry sectors. However, it is surprising how little interaction exists between the two areas of cooperation on both the levels of policy-making and organizational practice. Neither has synergy been addressed in research on EU–China STI cooperation, which tends to report on cooperation separately in the university sector e.g., [67] and the industry sector e.g., [68].

3. How Can the TIC and TUC Synergy Building Be Theoretically Elucidated?

Although state-of-the-art research reflects fast-growing attention to TIC and TUC synergy building, there are no theoretical frameworks that elucidate relations amongst diverse actors in transnational innovation ecosystems. Even the concept of the innovation ecosystem exists on a high level of abstraction and is used loosely. It is often understood as a metaphor rather than as a theory or framework [42]. Oh, Phillips, Park, and Lee [42] noted that the mimetic quality of the term “innovation ecosystem” mainly appeals to the news media, demonstrating the public relations value of the term, but not its value in research. They found “few academic articles using ‘innovation ecosystem’ in a manner that would distinguish an innovation ecosystem from an innovation system” [42]. Along the same lines, Ritala and Alpanopoulou [69] called for future research to improve the conceptual,
theoretical and empirical rigor regarding the notion of the innovation ecosystem. Nevertheless, some other social science theories may provide useful, theoretical accounts of the mechanisms underlying the interactions between TIC and TUC, though in a direct manner, such as the Helix models of innovation, institutional theory and social network theory.

3.1. Helix Models of Innovation

Helix models of innovation, discussed here, include three concepts, namely Triple Helix Model [8], Quadruple Helix Model [9], and Triple Helix of sustainability [70]. The three concepts with different emphasis on the key dimensions innovation and societal development can supplement one another for a comprehensive understanding of the nature of contemporary society with respect to innovation.

Although the thesis of the Triple Helix Model [71] was originally developed based on empirical observations of successful regional innovation systems, its core theoretical assumptions can be applied to transnational or global contexts. Following this perspective, a transnational innovation ecosystem consists of the triple helix interactions of three functional spaces, namely transnational knowledge space, transnational innovation space and transnational consensus space [8,72]. The three spaces are respectively related to three functions, namely novelty production, normative control and wealth generation [73]. In each space, there are three overlapping spheres of transnational cooperation evolving in the respective sectors of university, industry and government, but one kind of sphere may outweigh the others. Such a Triple Helix Model of transnational innovation ecosystem is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Triple Helix Model of the transnational innovation ecosystem.

Carayannis and Campbell [9] developed the Quadruple Helix model from the basis of the Triple Helix in order to address the "media-based and "culture-based public", "arts, artistic research and arts-based innovation" (p. 218), by adding the 'fourth helix' also called as the "civil society" [74] (p. 5). The core rationale of Quadruple Helix centers on Mode 3 knowledge production, which is developed on the basis of Mode I and Mode 2 types of knowledge production by Gibbons et al. [75], who predicted a shift in knowledge production from Mode 1 to Mode 2. Mode 1 refers to basic university research on
disciplinary basis. The Mode 2 in turn, emphasizes knowledge application, interdisciplinary research and problem solving. Mode 3 type of knowledge production is an extension for Mode 1 and 2 type of knowledge production [75]. It “allows and emphasizes the co-existence and co-evolution of different knowledge and innovation paradigms” [9] (p. 201). Mode 3 is the nexus of the emerging 21st century innovation ecosystem, where people, culture and technology meet and interact to catalyze creativity, trigger invention, and accelerate innovation across scientific and technological disciplines, public and private sectors, in a top-down, policy-driven as well as bottom-up, entrepreneurship-empowered fashion [9,76]. There is a seemingly shared view about the possible extension from Triple Helix to Quadruple Helix (adding civil society as the fourth helix) [76,77]. However, we take the position that civil society is considered too important to be merely treated as an additional helix in the Quadruple Helix. Rather, it is an institutional foundation [78,79] or “a launch pad for the take-off of triple helix interactions” [72] (p. 20). Thus, citizens’ engagement is positioned in Figure 4 as the foundation of transnational Triple Helix interactions. Nevertheless, we admit that the Triple Helix Model has not explicitly addressed the emerging phenomena or new characteristics in innovation ecosystems. Meanwhile, we consider that the relatively more elaborated theoretical foundations of Triple Helix Model may help enhance the explanation power of Quadruple Helix [80], which was conceptualized to cope with the innovation ecosystem of the 21st Century [6].

Moreover, Triple Helix model is needed to be further improved with the dimension of sustainable development. In this regards, Scalia, Barile, Saviano and Farioli [70] suggested the model of Triple Helix of sustainability based on both the concept of Triple Bottom Lines of Elkington [7] and the Triple Helix Model of innovation Leydesdorff and Etzkowitz [81]. It implies that interactions between society, economy and environment must be considered when studying innovation, either approached by the Triple Helix Model or Quadruple Helix Model.

The foundational statement of the Triple Helix Model is that the interactions between university, industry, and government sectors provide optimal conditions for innovation [8]. The core mechanism underlying these interactions is “taking the role of the other” [8]. Organizations taking on non-traditional roles are viewed as a major potential source of innovation. In the meantime, they still retain their traditional functions. To add the sustainability or ecosystem dimension in the Triple Helix model, the role of university must go beyond production and capitalization of knowledge [82], as main function of the third mission of universities.

In transnational contexts, the roles of transnational university cooperation are more than producing and transferring knowledge across national borders. There are two additional roles, namely fostering institutional change (concerning norms and values) in transnational innovation ecosystems and building trust between various actors in the systems [83]. The development of innovation systems is largely concerned with institutional change [40,41] and successful cooperation in research, development, and innovation relies on trust between the collaborators [84]. Both institutional change and trust building are even more salient in transnational innovation ecosystems because of the more complicated institutional configurations and distance between the collaborators in a transnational context [36]. The role of university as institutional entrepreneur [85] or social trust builder [86] is relevant to sustainable development because it brings in social capital into the analytical foci of innovation ecosystem [6], in addition to human and financial capital as emphasizes of the concept of university’s “third mission”. The two roles concerning institutional change and trust building can be respectively explained by institutional logics theory and social network theory.

3.2. Institutional Theory

From the perspective of institutional theory, there are two essential issues in forming an innovation (eco)system, namely institutional conditions enabling innovation [78] and the agency of actors to change the institutional context [87,88]. These two factors can be respectively explained by the institutional logics approach and the notion of institutional entrepreneurship.
Institutional logic is defined as “a set of material practices and symbolic constructions” that constitute an institutional order’s “organizing principle” and are “available to organizations and individuals to elaborate” [89] (p. 248). The institutional logics approach helps better explain how institutions both enable and constrain action by incorporating macro structure, local culture and human agency [90]. One central pervasive argument of the institutional logics perspective is that multiple and contending logics provide the dynamic for potential change in both organizations and societies [90].

The notion of institutional entrepreneurship, which was originally introduced by DiMaggio [91] as a way to reintroduce actors’ agency into institutional analysis, refers to the activities of institutional entrepreneurs, who not only initiate diverse changes in the institutional environment but also actively participate in the implementation of such changes [92]. Institutional entrepreneurs may initiate institutional change intentionally or unintentionally. They may have a high or low social status and “can be organizations or groups of organizations, or individuals or groups of individuals” [92] (p. 68). Leca, et al. [93] reported that institutional entrepreneurship is likely to take place in contexts with conflicting institutional arrangements. Battilana, Leca and Boxenbaum [94] stated that “joint actions and interactions between institutional entrepreneurs” (p. 77) provide conditions conducive to institutional entrepreneurship.

In the Triple Helix Model, for instance, there is mingling of the logics of state, market/corporate and profession, which respectively dominate in the spheres of government, industry, and academia [94]. In transnational contexts, the institutional configurations would be more complex. According to the institutional logics perspective, crossing organizational field operations, e.g., between the fields of university and industry, is likely to generate novelty [95]. The multiple and sometimes hybrid institutional environments, created by triple helix interactions, also forester institutional entrepreneurs.

3.3. Social Network Theory

The social network theory could provide useful hints regarding where and how actors crossing sectors and national borders can be connected or can collaborate for synergy building. For instance, in his seminal work titled Strength of Weak Ties, Granovetter [96] contends that in the case of job hunting, what is most helpful for the job seekers is not strong ties within their dense networks of relatives and friends for social support. Rather, it is the connections derived from weak ties, composed of distant acquaintances, which give access to new (not redundant) information and job offers. In other words, the strength of weak ties lies in its nature of being a source of novel information. Burt [97] put forward that social networks, especially in their function of facilitating weak ties that bridge dense networks, reflect the effect of “social capital” [98]. Instead of using the concept of “weak tie”, Burt [99] coined the concept of the “structural hole”. A structural hole refers to a lack of connection between two nodes (e.g., two individuals who have complementary sources of information), and social capital can be best realized through the brokerage of that structural hole. The underlying assumption is:

Opinion and behavior are more homogeneous within than between groups, so people connected across groups are more familiar with alternative ways of thinking and behaving. Brokerage across the structural holes between groups provides a vision of options otherwise unseen, which is the mechanism by which brokerage becomes social capital. [100] (p. 349)

When applying social network theory in the context of innovation, it has been suggested that stimulating innovation within networks requires a combination of both strong and weak ties [101–103]. “Weak ties aid exploration (the generation of new ideas), whereas strong ties aid exploitation (the implementation of new ideas)” [35] (p. 212). The creation and diffusion of innovation are mostly attributed to weak ties [104]. For instance, one reason why the Triple Helix Model [8,71] provides optimal conditions for innovation is because through the interactions of university, industry and government—three traditionally not overly connected sectors or networks—a large variety of new ideas and technologies are likely to be created.
Trustworthy social relationships and common institutional frameworks are also beneficial for interactive learning and innovation [105]. While the most useful knowledge/ideas would come from weak ties, one challenge is that the trust between actors connected by weak ties might be low. The trust issue is even more important when the knowledge is tacit. Increasing the level of trust is crucial to enhancing the performance of weak ties in knowledge transfer [106].

3.4. Limitations of Existing Literature

The literature on the Helix models of innovation [8,9,70,71], institutional logics [90] and social network theory [96,97] may somewhat explain the mechanisms underlying the interactions between TIC and TUC from the perspectives of overlapping roles, institutional change and trustworthy relationship building. However, there is still a big gap regarding comprehensively theorizing the synergy building between TIC and TUC. Specific limitations of these theories are outlined below.

First, the theories focus on relations between obvious actors, and are not designed to identify and analyze unobvious or hidden relations. For instance, while the role of brokers in the innovation process has been strongly indicated by the social network theory and evidenced in empirical studies, the challenge in practice is how to proactively identify them. Sometimes, even potential brokers might not be aware of their position and potential for network building.

Second, social network theory tends to consider single nodes (either individuals or organizations) as brokers and there is no attempt to think of brokers in other formats. It excludes the assumption that a pair of nodes, e.g., in the form of a transnational university research partnership, together could play the role of filling structural holes.

Third, the current theoretical accounts about university and industry relations address the domestic context and need to be adjusted for analyzing phenomena in transnational innovation ecosystems.

4. How Can the TIC and TUC Synergy Building Be Methodologically Realized?

Although TIC and TUC synergy building is a new topic in research, some popular approaches in social and computer sciences can provide methodological bases for empirical exploration on how to build synergies between TIC and TUC, including identifying potential collaborators and building relations. These approaches are social network analysis, professional social matching and AI.

4.1. Social Network Analysis

Social network analysis (SNA) are the methods and techniques (primarily relying on computer-based statistical measures and link analysis algorithms) used for discovering patterns of interaction between social actors in social networks. Tabassum, et al. [107] have identified different types of SNA.

Traditional SNA includes statistical measures of social networks. The fundamental units in this analysis are vertices and edges. Vertices (or nodes) can refer to a wide variety of individual entities, such as people and organizations or publications, and an edge connects a pair of vertices that represent numerous kinds of (direct or indirect) relationships (such as communication, cooperation, friendship, and trade) between individual entities.

More recent SNA focuses on node identification and link prediction. Node identification is used to identify the most valuable or influential nodes in certain network settings. To support this kind of analysis, several link analysis algorithms are devised, amongst which the most popular ones are the HITS29 and Brin and Page [108] algorithms. Parallel to node identification is the analysis of link prediction, which predicts which links are more likely to appear in the future. More specifically, such SNA is used for predicting re-occurring links instead of new links [107]. Both node identification and link prediction are important approaches in synergy building between TIC and TUC.

The other two emerging SNA approaches deal with, respectively, community detection and evolving networks, which are useful for TIC and TIC synergy building. The former is concerned with communities in networks and the latter emphasizes networks that are generated in real time, which are
not static but evolving [107]. The core of TIC and TUC synergy building is concerned with relations between two communities in a transnational innovation network. The evolving aspect is especially relevant to analyzing networks in an innovation ecosystem.

4.2. Professional Social Matching

Related to SNA, a recent approach to support human collaboration is social matching, which identifies and facilitates new social connections between people using computational techniques [109]. Professional social matching (PSM) matches individuals or groups for professional collaboration and co-creation of value. It covers a range of “organizational activities, including recruitment, headhunting, community building, and team formation within or across organizations as well as individually driven activities like mentoring, seeking advisory relationships, and general networking” [34].

Olsson, Huhtamäki, and Kärkkäinen [34] compared conventional PSM based on human decisions and the computational approach of PSM. It has been suggested by knowledge management studies that the most fruitful collaboration and the capacity for high innovation may result from complementary viewpoints amongst a diverse groups of actors [110]. Thus, the traditional approach of PSM may constrain such co-creative potential, because people tend to choose collaborators with similar mind-sets and professional experiences, as well as from a limited pool of candidates. The computational approach of PSM, however, can help identify optimal collaborators with supplementary capacities and bring them together for co-creation networks. However, the existing approaches are often too simplistic [34].

Olsson, Huhtamäki, and Kärkkäinen [34] also proposed that a more advanced PSM system to be developed in the future should focus on the following dimensions when matching collaborators:

- Identifying optimal combinations of human characteristics and professional aims in certain professional activities (i.e., matching qualities and goals).
- Recommending partners for co-creative purposes, such as for business partnerships or mentoring relationships (i.e., matching individuals).
- Optimizing team formations for a project (i.e., matching multiple actors).
- Identifying suitably complementary actors for networked value creation (i.e., matching at ecosystem level).
- Balancing the supply and demand in the job market by suggesting dedicated trainings or new job openings (i.e., matching on societal level).

4.3. Artificial Intelligence: Machine Learning (ML) and Knowledge Representation and Reasoning (KR and R)

AI applications have been in use for at least 30 years in the medical and industrial contexts, but the use of AI in the social sciences is a current trend. In a social context, AI could provide useful tools for discovering new social phenomena and for testing existing theories. The basis for such AI systems can be found in the computational graph theory, which was proven to work well in computer networks [111].

Many AI-based methodologies have been put forward to construct models based on mobility patterns and predict the behavior of people individually or as a group [112, 113]. These include stochastic models such as Markov Models (MM) [114] and Bayesian Networks (BN), as well as non-stochastic models such as Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Decision Trees (DT) [115]. While researchers have used ML techniques such as ANN and DT [116], the stochastic models are preferred over these due to the uncertainty in or unpredictability of human behavior [116]. In several studies e.g., [115, 116] researchers have also used Bayesian Networks.

ML and KR and R are two major techniques of AI that have the potential to provide solutions to matching transnational industrial partners through their connections to transnational academic partnerships. While humans learn things by using their brains, in ML algorithms are used by computers and robots to learn automatically (without explicit instructions) [117]. ML algorithms are based on training data, a kind of sample data. Data mining, as a field of study within ML learning, “is one
of the most effective alternatives to extract knowledge from the great volume of data, discovering hidden relationships, patterns and generating rules to predict and correlate data” [118] (p. 687). Such a technique has often been applied in social network analysis [119,120].

KR and R [121] focuses on implementing knowledge repositories built by semantic descriptions that can be interpreted by both humans and machines. There are many KR and R formalisms used to implement semantic models, such as ontologies, databases and semantic rules. The former formalism is getting attraction in several fields, such as in the industrial automation field [122,123], needing to build semantic models including information from different and interrelated concepts. One of the major benefits of using such technic is the possibility of adding a layer of reasoning in order to discover implicit knowledge from the explicit data graphs that are fed to the model. Further, ML and KR and R can be integrated to work on different layers of implementation, i.e., using them for different processing data format, syntax and semantics.

4.4. Limitations of Existing Approaches

While the three approaches supported by cutting-edge computational and computer technologies are useful for social network analysis and matching optimal collaborators, none of them can be directly used to match TIC and TUC in transnational innovation ecosystems for three reasons. First, although the recent development of social network analysis has shifted attention to node identification and link prediction, which are essential in TIC and TUC synergy building, the related methods are still lacking efficiency especially in discovering hidden links and bridging missing links as well as processing unstructured data as the focus our research [107]. Second, while computational professional social matching has been more effectively used in practice [34], it is rarely used in cross-sectoral and transnational contexts. Third, while AI benefits business life, technology and industry [124], it is rare to see any efforts placed in using AI to facilitate understandings of the social system in which industrial businesses and technological innovations are embedded. A particular challenge in the case of TIC and TUC synergy building is finding both suitable algorithms and training data.

5. Our Proposed Future Solution

To further explore the three research questions, we aim to develop a transdisciplinary approach of integrating social sciences studies and AI technology. While achieving such an ambitious goal will be a long process, we will present our preliminary thoughts about the approach here.

5.1. A Transdisciplinary Approach

Our proposed transdisciplinary approach integrates the following disciplines and/or research fields: transnational innovation ecosystems, universities’ societal engagement, international relations (EU and China), Helix models of innovation, institutional theory, social network theory, social network analysis, professional social matching, ML, and KR and R. Our long-term goal is to design an AI-based system that can predict and match potential university and industry collaborators in transnational contexts, particularly matching European industrial firms with potential Chinese partner firms through their common connections to EU–China university cooperation, as demonstrated in the first two layers of boxes in Figure 5. The users of the system will be European SMEs. The users are expected to input their own professional network, including their collaborations with European university actors, on a voluntary basis, to the system to keep the database growing. Meanwhile the system will reward the users with suggested optimal industrial partners from China as well as the information concerning U–I co-innovation networks in between. Behind the user interface is the ML-based matching system. Along the lines in the second layer box, the dark grey rectangular boxes indicate examples of open data sources, used for ML.
The core technologies are ML and KR and R (demonstrated in the third layer boxes in Figure 5). To train the computer to make autonomous prediction, training data from various sources, such as those examples in the grey boxes, will be gathered. Here the data are about existing links between TIC and TUC.

The integration of social sciences and AI is shown in the third- and fourth-layer boxes in Figure 5. The insights of social sciences theories and studies, as mentioned early in the paper, will be used for guiding empirical research on TIC and TUC synergy building. The possible methods are case studies,
Living Lab and survey. The findings (data) of the research will be the sources of validation and test data, which is important for improving and optimizing the ML algorithm. On the other hand, the models developed by the AI system will help enhance understandings of TIC and TUC interactions in social science studies.

While Figure 5 illustrates an overall view of our approach, we try to give a bit more details of the AI-based methods (or the technology core in the third layer box). Our modelling and prediction of TIC and TUC co-innovation networks are on the organizational level, though our data mining will process the data of individual organizational members. Our proposed approach is composed of three phases: (1) Data Preparation, (2) Data Analysis, and (3) TIC and TUC matching. The latter is the step wherein, based on the reasoning of semantic information, the hidden cooperation links are inferred. This section describes each phase in order to provide understanding on the interrelated techniques and parts of the approach, which is depicted in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Different phases of the approach for inferencing transnational industry cooperation (TIC) and transnational university cooperation (TUC) matching.](image)

Data Preparation is the first step in understanding the data and transforming it into interpretable information. In fact, data preparation is divided into three subtasks: collection, homogenization and population of data. First, the data are collected from both open source data and different partners who are willing to cooperate within the network on a voluntary basis. To achieve this, future partners will have access to a platform wherein they can fill out profile information. This information includes aspects such as name and type of organization, interests, availability of human resources and so on. Additionally, existing databases (e.g., the CORDIS EU project databases, Web of Science) and other web resources, such as provided website links and social media, are also added for further data mining. ML-based techniques will be used to mine data from web links, aiming to finding patterns that can be later used to match information to other partners in the network. Second, the data are homogenized in the platform format, which in turn is compatible with the semantic model to be populated. In this context, as the semantic model is built within ontologies, the selected format is the Ontology Web Language (OWL), which can be queried by other parts of the platform within SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) queries. On top of the OWL statement, the model includes a set of semantic rules that derive from inferences at the third stage of the proposed approach.

Once the data are prepared and thus included in the semantic model, the data are analyzed in the Data Analysis phase. There are two types of analysis in this phase. First, as stated previously, web sources are mined in order to find common patterns. Found patterns permit the creation of new
statements that will extend the ontology. Furthermore, the semantic model consistency is validated within a semantic reasoner. In this approach, the Pellet reasoner is used for such a validation.

Finally, once the model is populated and validated, the third stage regards finding the potential cooperation between parties within the TIC and TUC matching phase. This is achieved within the inference of ontological descriptions enriched within semantic rules. More precisely, Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) rules are used, as they are compatible with Resource Description Framework (RDF)-based models and hence OWL ontologies. The finding of implicit relations between ontological resources within similar interaction of technologies and languages have been demonstrated on previous research work by the authors [125,126].

One of the benefits of this approach is that the described stages are automatically executed with only the need for the profiles of university and industry actors. The platform engines manage the tasks regarding the corresponding data and present the results, i.e., the potential cooperation, to the collaborative partnerships. This is provided to the platform owner as a report to be later shared with the platform users.

5.2. Potential to Answer the Research Questions Using the Transdisciplinary Approach

Once our proposed approach has been developed, it will better answer the three research questions raised at the outset of the paper. To make clear how our approach advances state-of-the-art research, we contrast the potential contributions of our proposed approach to the research questions and the limitations of existing literature (Table 1).

![Table 1. Answers to research questions by existing literature and our proposed approach.](image)

6. Conclusions

This paper has demonstrated how social sciences and AI could be integrated to develop a transdisciplinary approach to TIC and TUC synergy building, thus contributing to the knowledge pool in which studies on TIC and TUC have been separately reported in spite of a growing awareness on necessary of synergy building between TIC and TUC. Specifically, the originality of our research lies in four aspects.

First, while the research on TIC and TUC synergy building is almost an uncharted field, our research maps a landscape of the research area with identification of specific research gaps through extensive analysis of relevant literature. Our efforts are around discussions on how existing research...
may offer useful insights and have limits in answering three questions: Why should TIC and TUC be looked at as synergetic entities? How can the synergy building be theoretically elucidated? How can the synergy building be methodologically realized? The diagnose of advantages and weaknesses of state-of-the-art research in the field not only serves as clear point of departure of our research on TIC and TUC synergy building, but also helps guide more scholars to plunge into the field.

Second, we propose a transdisciplinary approach to TIC and TUC synergy building by integrating insights of social sciences, such as Helix Model of innovation, institutional theory and social network theory, and AI, such as ML and KR and R. While the insights from social sciences have the potential to answer the question of why TIC and TUC should be regarded as synergetic entities, AI technologies can help answer the question of how such synergies can be realized. Current methods using AI (i.e., ML) in social science research tend towards two extremes: they are used either for verifying assumptions about human intelligence or for independent prediction, thus tending to replace human intelligence. We try to integrate between social-science-based theoretical modelling and data-based computational modelling, particularly regarding the understanding of TIC–TUC interactions. Empirical findings guided by social sciences theories will help improve ML algorithm by providing validation and test data. The models learnt by machine will be useful input for advancing understanding of TIC and TUC synergy building in social sciences studies.

Third, our proposed approach will specifically identify/predict hidden/missing connections between actors in TIC and TUC co-innovation networks by analyzing unstructured data from various sources, such as public databases (e.g., research projects, co-publications, patents), website text (on cooperation activities) and auto-generated survey data. In doing so, on one hand we try to advance current social network analyses, which mainly map out anticipated networks by processing classified data [107]. On the other hand, we will open new horizons for studies on professional social matching [34] from both cross-sectoral and transnational perspectives.

Finally, our approach of AI-based matching system will help realize the potential role of university for institutional change and trust building, which are important to the sustainable dimension of innovation ecosystem development.

Nevertheless, our paper is primarily on the conceptual level discussions. Despite promising potential of our approach, it must be first tested and verified with sample data. This will be our next research task. It should also be noted that matching TIC and TUC, e.g., in the EU and China context, is just the first step to building EU–China transnational co-innovation networks. To achieve full synergy of the networks, there are also other important issues that need to be deeply explored, such as research and innovation policies, entrepreneurship, knowledge management, intellectual property rights, and inter-cultural communications. This will indeed open a new area of multidisciplinary research. Studying the TIC and TUC synergy building in the EU and China context also propels an urgent demand for closer communication between two separate research communities, namely international researchers and Chinese researchers both conducting research on the topic [127].
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